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SurveyMonkey

Q1 It is proposed that the regulations be
changed to state “The competitor must not
start until the judge indicates they may
begin.” In many countries there is a formal
start procedure and a judge must indicate
to a competitor when they may start, either
verbally or with a gesture. It is proposed the
penalty for starting before the judge
indicates, is DQ. The benefit of this is to
ensure both competitors and judges will
have a common understanding of the start
procedure, and this should also reduce time
wasting at the start. Do you think Judges in
NZ should indicate to competitors when
they are ready for you to start?
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Q2 How should they indicate? Verbal,
Gesture or other?
Answered: 269
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Date

1

I think each judge should have their way own of indicating as it may vary depending on what they naturally do and
where they happen to be on the course when the next competitor is ready and waiting.

2/16/2016 2:06 PM

2

I think they already do by standing and staring at you. If there needs to be something more official, then a gesture.

2/16/2016 10:12 AM

3

Maybe a sign they hold in their hand and display to competitor when ready

2/15/2016 6:51 AM

4

Following many years competing in show jumping, dressage etc it is typical to have confirmation to commence.
Avoids any confusion.

2/10/2016 4:49 AM

5

And note It has been received by the Handler.

2/9/2016 12:56 PM

6

Lets not be as formal as Australia - a quick thumbs up or "Go" from the judge is adequate.

2/9/2016 9:18 AM

7

whatever it is it should be consistent between judges eg verbal or gesture

2/8/2016 8:54 PM

8

Buzzer

2/6/2016 6:10 AM

9

As long as it is consistent through the whole of the class being run and is clear.

2/5/2016 1:07 PM

10

I have no preference but judges should be able to make the decision for each competitors so competitors do not get
dqd by misunderstanding the indication.

2/1/2016 5:30 PM

11

Judges should generally be ready for the next dog but if they need to do somethign on the course that will take
thier focus away then they shoudl indcate to the handler before doing so

2/1/2016 1:11 PM
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12

A nod of the head should suffice. However, a competitor should be aware of where the judge stands to start a run
and have a look before they place the dog. This is when a simple not from the judge would do.

2/1/2016 10:58 AM

13

I think this would take more time rather than solve any time wasting issue. If a compeditor starts before the judge is
ready they should be DQ. If the judge isnt looking at them that means they are not ready

2/1/2016 8:57 AM

14

Many competitors have poor sight or hearing, and bad weather can make signals indistinct. This needs to be taken
into account.

1/31/2016 7:42 PM

15

standing still and looking at the competitor. A verbal/gesture cue may get very tiring for the judges in a big class.

1/29/2016 6:09 PM

16

Clear verbal indication but DQ for early start is too harsh, should be 5 faults

1/29/2016 6:00 PM

17

a nod would be enough

1/29/2016 5:48 PM

18

no

1/29/2016 2:54 PM

19

any of the above or a look or nod

1/29/2016 2:51 PM

20

Either as long as it is communicated to handlers at coursewalk prior to course running

1/29/2016 8:49 AM

21

would slow down the show.

1/29/2016 6:13 AM

22

Here in Canada there is a pre recorded voice that says go on the electronic timing gear. If this isn't able to be done
then my option is either gesture or verbal.

1/29/2016 12:15 AM

23

verbal, gesture or a nod

1/28/2016 10:19 PM

24

don't think they should have to

1/28/2016 9:31 PM
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Q3 When should judges start to judge
REFUSALS? It is proposed that refusals are
judged from when the dog moves from its
start position. Benefit:- Competitors and
judges will have a common understanding
of when refusals can be given and this
should reduce time wasting at the start. Do
you agree?
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1

I think refusals for the first obstacle should be judged exactly the same way as any other obstacle refusal on the
course.

2/16/2016 2:06 PM

2

From when the dog goes past the first obstacle.

2/16/2016 10:12 AM

3

only if dog passes first obstacle

2/15/2016 5:58 PM

4

The point at which the dog attempts the first obstacle

2/11/2016 8:03 PM

5

i think they should get a refusal for moving from the start line only the second time, and another fault the third time,
then a DQ.

2/10/2016 7:14 PM

6

Dog puts its head past the first obstacle

2/10/2016 11:46 AM

7

This is confusing to me in relation to question 5

2/10/2016 4:49 AM

8

I find this question unclear. What do you mean? Clarify the question.

2/9/2016 10:11 AM

9

There would still be some area for dispute over defining a specific dog's start position - what about the dogs that are
not left in a start position? However if this can be mitigated then I am in agreeance with the proposal.

2/9/2016 8:52 AM

10

No - New dogs need to have startlines reinforced so unless handler has gone past first jump, you should be able to
put dog back into position.

2/8/2016 8:54 PM

11

Clarification? Does this mean if a dog breaks its leadout and the handler then commands the dog to 'wait' that this
would be a refusal?

2/5/2016 7:42 PM

12

not sure. need more clarity

2/5/2016 2:32 PM
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13

Yes the judge should award refusals within 1-2 meters of the first jump if the dog has moved and the handler resets
the dog either by physically or verbally resetting.

2/5/2016 1:07 PM

14

dont understand - is this at the start line????

2/4/2016 1:04 PM

15

I think this needs to be carefully defined - ie if a dog sits and a handler repositions the dog while dog is still on lead
under a straight yes would be a refusal as defined above or if the dog shuffles forward with no reset from the
handler. I think if this is changed it should be to catch the more extremes not the little things eg the handler that
goes back to their dog multiple times - perhaps saying once the handler has left their dog they cannot touch their
dog again and may reset their dog once before calling a refusal- may be a case where rule is easier at lower levels

2/4/2016 10:34 AM

16

not sure

2/3/2016 7:08 PM

17

Refusals should be judged when the handler clearly gives a signal for the dog to start

2/2/2016 10:28 PM

18

Technically a dog "moves from its position" when breaking a lead out - so those that creep and then stop before the
handler has indicated they may break their position could be construed as a refusal? IMO a refusal should be
judged when the dog goes around the timers.

2/2/2016 4:57 PM

19

However needs to be more definition around, moves from start position, if a dog stands if it's been lying down, I
don't believe a refusal should be given.

2/1/2016 9:00 PM

20

a dog start position is too subjective to be able to regulate. Refusals should begin to be judged when entering the
ring.

2/1/2016 5:30 PM

21

Don't agree. Dogs could be metres away from the jump so why apply refusals just because it got up.

2/1/2016 1:11 PM

22

If competitor has already checked that judge is ready, then dog should be placed, with maybe a reinforcement
command. Possibly we should say that the once the handler has gone past the timers, they can not go back to the
dog, but could signal for the dog to stay, etc. As far as refusals, this is getting silly. A refusal is not taking the
obstacle and that's where it should stay whether it is the first of last obstacle.

2/1/2016 10:58 AM

23

For the upper grades this could apply, but for Jumpers C, Starters and Elementary it should be after the dog has
taken the first obstacle. How encouraging is it for our new members if they have refusals against them before they

2/1/2016 8:24 AM

even start?
24

Any refusals should be judged once a dog is through start timer or if they go past the line of the starters without
completing the first obstacle

1/31/2016 6:33 PM

25

No. Current regs sufficient.

1/31/2016 5:30 PM

26

No refusal if dog breaks its wait at the start, providing the dog has not gone past the first obstacle?

1/31/2016 3:34 PM

27

penalties before start seems harsh and unhelpful for beginner dogs.

1/29/2016 2:51 PM

28

This could become very vague - how would a creeping dog be judged. Reckon a refusal should be given only if the
dog passes the line of the timers.

1/29/2016 1:15 PM

29

i dont know

1/29/2016 1:13 PM

30

Only a refusal if dog passes the first obastacle and the dog is reset

1/29/2016 10:19 AM

31

no, refusal from when dog reaches plane of first obstacle. Question not entirely clear.

1/29/2016 8:49 AM

32

Agree - but you need to define start position

1/29/2016 8:04 AM

33

The rules on judging refusals are clear enough - whether it be the first obstacle or any other on the course.

1/29/2016 7:50 AM

34

this needs more thought. Sometimes a dog will move from a sit to a stand and shuffle around from where the
handler left it - will this be deemed a move from its start position?

1/29/2016 7:38 AM

35

If it moves or goes past the jump and they re-position then yes, refusal.

1/29/2016 7:09 AM

36

I think you would need to clarify what start position is, i.e. is it when the dog has gone into sit, or when the handler
walks away, or when the handler has moved past the first obstacle, what if it's a stressy dog who has a start line
routine of sitting, downing, walking backwards, then finally sitting, while the handler is walking away.....Personally I
think there is more clarity with a rule like "once the handler has moved past the first obstacle the dog is considered
to be in their 'start position'", and perhaps then start judging?

1/28/2016 10:20 PM

37

I agree that having a rule about when to start judging faults is a good thing but I think it should start once the dog
passes the timers. I think this rule would unfairly penalise new handlers and young dogs and (speaking personally)
dogs that stress out on the start line, I want to be able to reassure her that terrible things aren't about to happen.

1/28/2016 10:10 PM

38

Not sure how this is different to whatever the current rule is?

1/28/2016 9:38 PM

39

I would say yes, but how to you determine what the start position is?

1/28/2016 9:31 PM
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Q4 When should judges start to judge
FAULTS? It is proposed that faults are
judged from when either :-The handler
reaches the first obstacle or the dog moves
from its start position. Benefit:- Competitors
and judges will have a common
understanding of when faults can be given
and this should reduce time wasting at the
start. Do you agree?
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1

From when the first obstacle is faulted as per current regs.

2/16/2016 10:12 AM

2

Again only if above. I see it as PASSING first obstacle.

2/15/2016 5:58 PM

3

What defines 'when the dog moves from his start position'? Is this if he moves a foot, suffles along the ground,
takes a step? I think this needs defining further before we can answer the question.

2/14/2016 3:15 PM

4

The point at which the dog attempts the first obstacle

2/11/2016 8:03 PM

5

This seems confusing to me in relation to question 5

2/10/2016 4:49 AM

6

Happy with faults from where handler reaches first obstacle. Fault from dog moving is very subjective - move a
foot, move all feet etc.

2/9/2016 3:15 PM

7

question is confusing

2/9/2016 9:11 AM

8

as above.

2/9/2016 8:52 AM

9

Faults should only happen once handler PAST first jump.

2/8/2016 8:54 PM

10

Not sure about this

2/5/2016 7:42 PM

11

once again is this referring to the start line????

2/4/2016 1:04 PM

12

not sure how this differs from above in that if a jump is knocked surely it is already a fault- again I think need to

2/4/2016 10:34 AM

define what is meant by a dog moving from the start position eg a dog that stands up from a sit - earns a refusal as
compared to a dog that does a wander which should be a refusal
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Once dog or handler moves past the refusal plane of th first obstacle. How on earth do you know what the dogs

2/3/2016 2:31 PM

start position is in some cases?
14

Faults should be judged from when dog reaches first set of timers

2/2/2016 10:28 PM

15

See above. More or less the same question - the first obstacle is usually a jump, so it is either refused or a rail is
dropped (faulted). There is currently no ambiguity over a fault. Likewise if the first obstacle is a contact obstacle -

2/2/2016 4:57 PM

did the dog get the contact, yes or no? No ambiguity. There is only ambiguity over refusals, therefore refer to
comment above
16

I would hate a dog to be given faults for breaking its position on the start line, unless it takes an obstacle, leaves

2/1/2016 9:00 PM

the ring or moves past the first obstacle.
17

faults should begin being judged when entering the ring.

2/1/2016 5:30 PM

18

Judging should start as soon as the dog or handler enters the course ie goes past the first onstacle. Quite clear to
judges and competitiors alike and the first obstacle gives a clear "line in the sand"

2/1/2016 1:11 PM

19

When the dog triggers the starting time clock - anything before that point should be ignored

2/1/2016 12:56 PM

20

These rules could apply in the higher classes but we should be understanding of new dogs and handlers in the
beginning grades. Being able to correct behaviours at the lower grades would mean better routines as the dogs

2/1/2016 8:24 AM

progress into the higher classes. Faults should be judged from when the dog moves from its start position in the
upper grades.
21

Refusals should be judged once through either the start timers one when they go past the line of the starters

1/31/2016 6:33 PM

22

No. Current regs sufficient.

1/31/2016 5:30 PM

23

Agree, providing no fault for resetting the dog's wait at start line, as long as dog hasnt gone past, or taken the first

1/31/2016 3:34 PM

obstacle.
24

I am not sure what is being called a fault. If a dog knocked a jump it would be a fault no matter where the handler

1/29/2016 8:35 PM

is.
25

Once the dog has started the timers

1/29/2016 4:38 PM

26

Does moving from the start position include moving all 4 legs, 1 leg, standing from a sit? Too wishy washy. Def 5F if
handler goes back and handles dog.

1/29/2016 1:15 PM

27

I dont know

1/29/2016 1:13 PM

28

Basically agree but think Nov/Starter dogs could be treated more leniently.

1/29/2016 10:46 AM

29

No, same as refusales, when dog reaches firs obstacle

1/29/2016 8:49 AM

30

Judging should start when a handler enters the ring and then refusals or faults are given as per the current
regulations.

1/29/2016 7:50 AM

31

please consider faults being judged from when the dog passes through the timers at the start

1/29/2016 7:38 AM

32

I like the idea of "when the handler reaches first obstacle"

1/29/2016 7:37 AM

33

Once the handler has moved passed the first obstacle

1/29/2016 7:12 AM

34

as soon as the dog is over or though the first obstacle. Not before hand.

1/29/2016 6:00 AM

35

When handler or dog reaches first obstacle

1/28/2016 10:58 PM

36

Yes agree, but again, "start position" needs to be clarified but is probably a bit different for every dog. I just don't

1/28/2016 10:20 PM

want to see stressy dogs penalised because we haven't been considerate of their special focus-related needs at
the start line. Personally I would say that the handler needs to have moved past the first obstacle before faults
should be judged.
37

As per my note above. Judging from the start position isn't fair. Judge from dog reaching first obstacle/timers

1/28/2016 10:10 PM

38

Handler reaches the first obstacle: yes. When the dog moves: no, as a lot of dogs left in standing will move

1/28/2016 9:50 PM

39

Again... what would change exactly?

1/28/2016 9:38 PM
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Q5 Handlers going back to their dogs.In a
lead-out situation, a handler may go back to
their dog many times to reset the dog. This
can waste a lot of time, and often the dog is
allowed to continue when it breaks, so it
isn’t good training either. When a handler
goes back to their dog, some will touch the
dog and others will not. Penalties vary from
judge to judge. It is proposed that a
competitor that leads out past the first jump
and goes back to the dog will receive no
penalty, unless they touch the dog.
However they can only do this once. If they
go back to their dog a second time they will
be DQ. Do you agree with this?
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1

Too hard to regulate. If they touch the dog once going passed 1st obs - 5fts. Any everytime after that.

2/15/2016 5:58 PM

2

I think you should only be allowed to go back once, but that you should be able to touch the dog

2/14/2016 3:15 PM

3

It would be good if a handler can give the dog a pat, but only once, to reward the dog. Wait can be very hard to

2/11/2016 7:16 PM

teach.
4

Faulted, but not DQ on second return.

2/9/2016 9:46 PM

5

Fault each return past first obstacle - whether touch dog or not. Amounts to training in the ring, however DQ is too
severe.

2/9/2016 12:56 PM

6

If handler goes past first jump and then goes back to dog it should just be a fault not DQ

2/8/2016 8:54 PM

7

Good idea but definition of 'going back to the dog' would need to be clear eg right back, halfway back, a few paces
away?

2/5/2016 7:42 PM
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I do not agree. This only encourages lead out breaking as handlers will allow the dog to continue without ever
correcting: it is the handler's choice but most people will want to have a chance at a crc, they've paid their money.

2/2/2016 4:57 PM

However, I do think a handler should be faulted if they touch their dog when they return to it. At what point is it
deemed a return - once handler has gone past first obstacle? Taken 1, 2 or 3 steps away from the dog? Allow
perhaps only 2 returns and 3rd DQd? Keeping it consistent with refusal judging, although not accruing faults for the
first two resets.
9

I think this will encourage handlers whose dogs don't have good lead out, to not ask their dogs for a wait.

2/1/2016 9:00 PM

10

Once the competitor goes pass the first jump then goes back pass to the dog then it should be 5 faults.

2/1/2016 6:39 PM

11

Judges should decide as "lead outs" are not easily defined.

2/1/2016 5:30 PM

12

There are so many cases of bad training behaviours on the course so why pick on one at the start. If the handler
leads out and returns to the dog because it has broken then no penalty unless the dog is touched. Resetting the

2/1/2016 1:11 PM

dog is good trainign behaviour which should in the long term reduce delays at the start.
13

Beginning classes should be permitted to go back and reset their dogs, including touching them, once only. The

2/1/2016 8:24 AM

upper grades should be permitted to go back and reset without touching but only once. Any additional contact or
resetting should be a refusal (or same penalty as touching the dog on the course) NOT DQ, because this will not
speed up the starts as handlers are still entitled to run their dogs over the course and they will just use it as a
training session thus slowing up the running of the event.
14

No. Current regs sufficient.

1/31/2016 5:30 PM

15

Agree, providing the penalty is for intentionally touching the dog, not if the dog jumps at the handler.

1/31/2016 3:34 PM

16

I would rather see this as 5 faults

1/30/2016 5:53 PM

17

should be DQ first time

1/30/2016 5:33 PM

18

I agree with only allowed to go back to your dog once but think you should be allowed to touch the dog as for many

1/30/2016 5:55 AM

people it is part of their 'set up' procedure
19

I don't think they should be DQ. Maybe a fault would be better. Also what about handlers that that don't go back to
their dogs but stay on the other side the first jump calling back to their dogs to stay and so waste time

1/29/2016 8:35 PM

20

On returning to the dog, handler should be able to touch dog to reset it - once only - after that DQ

1/29/2016 5:32 PM

21

I feel a fault is required for the time wasting if the handler returns a second time. Possibly stating a time penalty to

1/29/2016 4:11 PM

start may reduce this also, say once the dog is put in position to start the handler must start within 5 seconds.
22

Agree for higher classes but not for JC, Starters or Novice.

1/29/2016 3:39 PM

23

at least allow one free reset with owner allowed to manually reset their dog

1/29/2016 2:51 PM

24

Once the handler passes the first obstacles they cannot reset their dog, a 5 fault penalty

1/29/2016 1:54 PM

25

faulted not DQ

1/29/2016 12:24 PM

26

Once a handler passes the first jump if they then go back to their dog it should be a penalty regardless of whether
they touch the dog or not.

1/29/2016 11:58 AM

27

Perhaps not a DQ but a penatly for the second re-visit?

1/29/2016 10:22 AM

28

The issue of when a handler "goes back to their dog" needs clarified. Is it when they make their first step back to
the dog, or when they reach the dog? How do you judge reach the dog if they do not touch them? How do you call

1/29/2016 10:19 AM

an incident where a handler leads out, resets the dog by touching it once, leads out again, then realises they are in
the wrong spot and steps diagonally towards the dog to regain their optimal position. I think touching the dog twice
should be a DQ
29

Second time back fault it, 3rd time DQ

1/29/2016 8:49 AM

30

Agree, however in Starters/Jumpers C handlers should be allowed to touch their dogs

1/29/2016 8:07 AM

31

I agree with the principle of reducing time wasting but the judge is not there to judge someones training. I think that
crossing the timers at the start is a very clear point of when judging should start

1/29/2016 7:38 AM

32

5 faults every time handler touches dog

1/29/2016 7:33 AM

33

Not sure. This could result in a lot of newbies being DQ

1/29/2016 6:43 AM

34

second time should be 5 faults only any more than 2 times Yes then DQ

1/29/2016 6:00 AM
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In combination with Q1, once the judge has signalled they are ready and the handler has left their dog, that should

1/28/2016 10:33 PM

be the start of their run. With electronic timing, the handler gets no time penalty for going back to their dog so a
handler whose dog can do a good start line ends up potentially losing to a dog that needed the handler to return to
them. Agility should involve both control and speed and a poor start line suggests poor control. I would rather see a
handler disqualified for effectively doing a 2nd start - ie, they are not allowed to return even once. Alternatively, 5
faults for returning once, and DQ for returning twice. Another option is to penalise more heavily at higher levels and
be more accommodating for Starters dogs
36

I agree with this rule for Int/Sen/JA dogs, but for Sta/Nov/JC dogs I think that an opportunity needs to be available
for them to work through any start line issues. For new competitors, going back a second time should be

1/28/2016 10:20 PM

allowed....but how do you distinguish a new competitor...so maybe you would have to stick with the 'only once'
rule....
37

As someone who has struggled to help her dog generalise a behaviour to the ring - I think some training should be

1/28/2016 10:10 PM

allowed in the ring -- even if it's only at the lower levels.
38

There should be faults applied each time the handler touches the dog but not a DQ. We should not be DQ a run

1/28/2016 10:01 PM

because a handler has gone back more than once - thats each persons individual decision on how they train their
dog - not something the AC should be interfering with
39

Yes, but second time should be faulted, not DQ

1/28/2016 9:50 PM

40

Why be allowed to go back once, but not touch? If you can go back, and inadvertently your dog touches you when
you realign it you will be penalised (maybe) so this is still a grey area, and to what benefit? may as well be allowed

1/28/2016 9:38 PM

to touch once if you can go back once
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Q6 Up contacts. It is felt by many that the
judging of the up contact is nothing less
than stride discrimination. There is also
concern that, for certain breeds, having to
break stride pattern to ensure getting the
up contact, could cause impact injuries.
Overseas examples show that some
countries judge the up contacts and some
do not. In NZ these are judged and a dog
may be required by its handler to
slow/pause in order to shorten its stride to
get the up contact. Some people think
making certain breeds/type of dog (eg.
long-legged dogs) perform the up contact
is a safety issue. Do you think this is a
safety issue?
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1

I think it could be a safety issue with the dog walk depending on the approach angle, more so than the Aframe, so
some education on the judges part could be required to make sure approach lines are indeed safe.

2/17/2016 6:27 PM

2

I do not feel qualified to judge if it is a safety issue

2/15/2016 8:15 PM

3

I don't think it is safety issue but it is unfair and up contact should not be judged

2/15/2016 6:51 AM

4

Not informed enough to comment

2/11/2016 8:03 PM

5

It is more discriminatory than unsafe. I would rather up contacts were not judged as slowing the dog to get the up
can lead to a loss of confidence.

2/11/2016 7:16 PM

6

YES, a safety issue, but I think we will see more injuries if we do away with the up contacts, as dogs will be hitting
the obstacle harder and faster

2/10/2016 11:08 AM
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7

I don't fully appreciate the safety issues or concerns here. Where does this leave us in terms of the international
standards if we change the regulations?

2/10/2016 4:49 AM

8

Safety issue and also discriminates against larger breeds and long striding dogs.

2/9/2016 12:56 PM

9

I do not know, possibly?

2/9/2016 8:52 AM

10

would need more info to make a decision

2/8/2016 10:15 PM

11

not sure

2/8/2016 9:16 PM

12

I think our rule disadvantages certain breeds and do not think that the up contact is a safety issue

2/5/2016 7:42 PM

13

Sorry, I have no view on this as I am not experienced enough to judge whether it is a safety concern

2/2/2016 9:06 AM

14

don't know a lot about the safety aspect of this to comment

2/1/2016 1:11 PM

15

So the handler has to manage this -- diddums ! Small dog handlers have other management issues

2/1/2016 12:56 PM

16

not sure, I've never heard it being a safety issue

2/1/2016 8:31 AM

17

unsure. I think that Judges should make the decision as to whether they will ALL judge the up contacts or not, and
then the competitors will know how to safely train their dogs accordingly.

1/31/2016 7:36 PM

18

It is a safety issue for some but not all dogs - for a large heavy breed dog launching at the the a frame half way up

1/31/2016 4:06 PM

is also a safety concern, as is stopping the dog's motion before sending it to climb the a frame.
19

Not sure whether it is a safety issue but from competing with german shepherds I know that if they have a long

1/30/2016 5:55 AM

stride it can mean they miss the up contact simply by striding over it and the only way to achieve it is to have them
slow from their natural running gait which seems unfair for the bigger dogs
20

I think leaping from the down contact can cause more damage.

1/29/2016 4:11 PM

21

Have never thought of it before, but can see that if a dog has to change stride, it makes the climb more difficult

1/29/2016 3:31 PM

22

not a safety issue if dog misses the up contact

1/29/2016 2:51 PM

23

Dont know

1/29/2016 8:49 AM

24

I don't see judging up contacts or not as a safety issue per second, merely pointless . There clearly is a reason for
down contacts not jumping off too high but not going up. I think regs really coming in from the side of the contact
would be more worthwhile for safety .

1/29/2016 8:42 AM

25

I believe judging the up contact is only a safety issue on the Aframe

1/29/2016 8:04 AM

26

an up contact fault is very rare so I would support removing this from judging but I don't see it as a safety issue any
more than any of the equipment

1/29/2016 7:38 AM

27

in two minds about this one

1/29/2016 7:33 AM

28

It is a safety issue especially for a large dog going on to a dog/walk, see-saw or cross-over. By judging the up
contact a handler will have to ensure the dog is under control and therefore there are less likely to be issues with
dogs slipping off the planks

1/29/2016 6:58 AM

29

up contact on a A Frame is hard for bigger dogs no faults should be given

1/29/2016 6:00 AM

30

I don't think it is a safety issue but I don't think a dog should be forced to break stride so it shouldn't be judged

1/28/2016 10:58 PM

31

Having to break stride is a safety issue, not hitting the contact.

1/28/2016 10:50 PM
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Q7 Do you think the up contacts on the Aframe should be judged?
Answered: 277
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#

Other (please specify)

Date

1

Not informed enough to comment

2/11/2016 8:03 PM

2

From a consistency perspective we should follow international regulations or lobby for change. Might be easier to
judge just one end of the contact therefore more consistent?

2/10/2016 4:49 AM

3

Not worried either way

2/8/2016 8:54 PM

4

No but I do think should be able to be penalised for a dangerous approach some how not sure how if cant do this
think they should be judged

2/4/2016 10:34 AM

5

No preference both my dogs don't appear to have had a problem

2/3/2016 11:40 AM

6

YES. Put in a run up distance regulation for as for long jump. Hate moaning for long legged dogs when little dogs
have had to climb the Aframe with maybe 2 metres max and expected to put incredible pressure on their hips. Just
be fair to all, but no up contact judging? Geez. Let's not have them at all then!

2/1/2016 10:58 AM

7

wouldn't like to see approaches from dangerous angles apart from that i would be happy for them not to be judged

1/31/2016 8:21 PM

8

See my answer above

1/31/2016 7:36 PM

9

I feel that some dogs stride naturally takes them past the up contact and so is less important than the control at the
down contact. In my mind making the up contact less important. Hence I feel we could lose the up contact judging.

1/29/2016 4:11 PM

10

undecided

1/29/2016 7:33 AM
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Q8 Do you think the up contacts on the
dogwalk/crossover/seesaw should be
judged?
Answered: 276
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#
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Date

1

Unsure

2/10/2016 9:04 PM

2

Im happy to remove the requirement to judge up contacts, on the condition that we introduce a regulation that
allows judges to disqualify a dog for "unsafe performance" of an obstacle. This is what they have in Australia, and
will ensure people dont get stupid about trying to get dogs to jump at the contacts from crazy angles.

2/9/2016 9:18 AM

3

Not worried either way - I do feel sory for judges having to run the dogwalk for 200+ dogs though. Sometimes in
those big classes, judges are choosing not to put the dogwalk in

2/8/2016 8:54 PM

4

Dogwalk and crossover should not be judged. But the seesaw's angle of approach is not that great with the
reduction of height previously made and therefore is not an issue as with the other pieces of contact equipment. So
the seesaw should have its up contact judged.

2/5/2016 1:07 PM

5

No preference both my dogs don't appear to have had a problem

2/3/2016 11:40 AM

6

Because, if they aren't judged handlers may encourage dogs to leap on from the sides.

2/1/2016 9:00 PM

7

don't mind either way, I've got a maxi and he's never missed an up contact on these, they probably go slower on
the up as it's narrower and not as steep as the A-Frame

2/1/2016 8:31 AM

8

similar to the a frame wouldn't like to see dangerous approaches I guess this could mostly be taken care of with
good course design

1/31/2016 8:21 PM

9

See my answer above

1/31/2016 7:36 PM

10

dogwalk only should not be judged as have seen judges only judge both ends for certain height classes as it
requires too much energy to judge both ends. Crossover and seesaw being shorter obstacles and easier to judge
both ends as well as the dog having to collect itself anyway should be judged.

1/29/2016 6:09 PM

11

I feel that some dogs stride naturally takes them past the up contact and so is less important than the control at the
down contact. In my mind making the up contact less important. Hence I feel we could lose the up contact judging.

1/29/2016 4:11 PM

12

i dont know

1/29/2016 1:13 PM

13

See saw yes dogwalk no

1/29/2016 10:46 AM

14

undecided

1/29/2016 7:33 AM
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15

No, some sort of ruling saying that the dog must enter the ramp straight

1/29/2016 2:17 AM

16

Not sure about this - TBH.

1/28/2016 10:10 PM

17

Indifferent. It is only the A-frame I consider a safety issue

1/28/2016 10:04 PM

18

I'm not sure

1/28/2016 9:43 PM
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Q9 Stepping over the ramps of the contacts
was deemed a safety issue, and handlers
may be penalised for doing this. Do you
think this is still a good regulation?
Answered: 276
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#
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1

If the handler is comfortable doing it why not!

2/15/2016 8:15 PM

2

Yes, but in reality, I am watching the more closely than the handler

2/10/2016 11:08 AM

3

Should the same apply for dogs jumping on tunnels? If the fog stepped over the ramp would you be disqualified! If
so leave the regulation as is.

2/10/2016 4:49 AM

4

As above - you dont need to necessarily regulate for this but teh introduction of an unsafe performance reg could
solve the issue.

2/9/2016 9:18 AM

5

not sure what you mean - but judging equipment must be consistent to make it easy for judges

2/8/2016 10:15 PM

6

Haven't got an opinion either way

2/4/2016 1:04 PM

7

Handlers should be avoiding obstacles always

2/2/2016 9:06 AM

8

Not if the judges put the obstacles in the logical shortest distance for the hnadler. This has happened a few times
for me and it constitues another handling challenge that I cant train for. i think the reg should be more around how

2/1/2016 8:57 AM

the judges places the contact ramps.
9

no bothered either way

1/31/2016 4:06 PM

10

Some of the ground conditions we run on are more of a safety issue than stepping over a ramp but I like the

1/29/2016 7:50 AM

regulation for the way it controls the handler.
11

Don't mind either way

1/29/2016 7:37 AM

12

it is good regulation but it's difficult to judge

1/29/2016 5:51 AM

13

I assume you are talking only about handlers stepping over the ramps? I don't think penalties should apply unless
the handler touches the equipment (as that risks damage to the gear).

1/28/2016 10:33 PM

14

I would need more info to make an informed decision...I have my own ideas, but why was it of concern in the first
instance?

1/28/2016 10:20 PM
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The handler stepping over the contact isn't a safety issue -- i've always thought it was a distance handling
challenge.
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Q10 Stepping over the collapsible tunnel
was deemed a safety issue, and handlers
may be penalised 5 faults for doing this.
However, some Judges vary on how they
rule on this, and it is often difficult to judge
as they will be watching the dog. Do you
think this is still a good regulation?
Answered: 276
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1

With the newer, shorter collapsible tunnels that many clubs are getting now it would be pretty hard to stand/step
over them anyway.

2/16/2016 2:06 PM

2

If the dog is on the DW & the CT is underneath why not!

2/15/2016 8:15 PM

3

The collapsible is more mobile with the wind than the contacts so it is more of an issue

2/11/2016 7:16 PM

4

Shorten the collapsible tunnel Shute / bigger concern is dog safety

2/10/2016 4:49 AM

5

Can be hard to judge as not looking.

2/9/2016 3:15 PM

6

equipment judging must be cosistent and easy for judges

2/8/2016 10:15 PM

7

I think it is good but I dont think it is important enougn that judges should make an effort to be in position to judge

2/4/2016 10:34 AM

and feel it is one place that should be judged lightly and at judges discretion
8

Same comment as for question 9

2/2/2016 9:06 AM

9

otherwise I'll be jumping the collapsed tunnel when it suits me.

2/1/2016 12:56 PM

10

Same comment as the ramps. some judges seem to place the tunnel so you have to round around it. that is what i
think is a safety issue

2/1/2016 8:57 AM

11

Depends on the position of the collapsible tunnel

1/30/2016 5:53 PM

12

Now tunnel is shorter it shouldn't happen anyway

1/29/2016 10:46 AM

13

Happy with the rule but all need to judge the same way

1/29/2016 8:49 AM

14

Some of the ground conditions we run on are more of a safety issue than stepping over a ramp but I like the
regulation for the way it controls the handler.

1/29/2016 7:50 AM
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15

Don't mind either way

1/29/2016 7:37 AM

16

Stepping over is fine, stepping *on* is dangerous

1/28/2016 10:33 PM

17

Again, I would need more info to make an informed decision...why was it originally deemed a safety issue?

1/28/2016 10:20 PM

18

I didn't think this was a safety issue -- just like you're not allowed to touch any other piece of gear - i assumed you
weren't allowed to touch the collapsible. I may have been guilty of touching gear due to poor spatial awareness

1/28/2016 10:10 PM

(and leaping a down contact) and judges should have discretion in this space -- if it looks like you're doing it to
assist the dog unfairly ping it, but if it's just handler bumbling .... they should be able to make the call on the day
given the layout of the course.
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Q11 It has been suggested that for the
safety of the dog, any jump requiring a dog
to be sent to the backside to perform it
must be a wing jump. Do you agree?
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1

Yes I do agree with this, would like to extend on this issue further by saying, I do feel the need for wings does

2/17/2016 6:27 PM

extend to other area's for handling not only backside approaches but also pull or push through's etc. The reason I
say this is is it allows more room for the dogs to move and find their take off position without putting extra strain on
their body. Clubs need to have more wings and this needs to be regulated, also regulated to say back side
approaches can not be used without wing jumps.
2

Yes if they are being sent from the front side of the jump to the back side. If coming in from the side at a much
lesser angle it may not be as vital

2/16/2016 2:06 PM

3

dont know

2/16/2016 11:38 AM

4

I will refuse to put up a wing jump in any of my courses. Backside Wing Jump has resulted in major injury to a very
fast dog who now refuses A Frame 1st time cos it was first obstacle after the wing and he sees it as an ouchy.

2/15/2016 5:58 PM

HATE wings jumps
5

Some handlers have trained dog to do a backside when they see a wing jump which is queing not a safety issue as

2/14/2016 9:04 PM

claimed.
6

I don't fully understand or appreciate the safety concerns here.

2/10/2016 4:49 AM

7

What exactly constitutes a "backside"? Is the second jump in a pull/push through manouvre a "backside"
approach? I think given how many backsides we currently see in agility, requiring these to all be wings may need

2/9/2016 9:18 AM

the AC to subsidise the purchase of more wing jumps from clubs.
8

t

2/8/2016 10:15 PM

9

not really sure about this one

2/8/2016 8:48 PM

10

I think it is preferable but if trained properly itit shouldnt be an issue- in fact my dog broke his toenail doing a
backside with a wing when he caught his foot n the wing so just having a wing doesnt make it automatically safe

2/4/2016 10:34 AM

11

totally against backside jumps, if a safty issue why introduced in the first place

2/4/2016 6:09 AM

12

unsure

2/3/2016 5:29 PM
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13

Don't Know

2/3/2016 11:40 AM

14

depends on the angle of approach to the jump - and the speed and position on the course

2/2/2016 8:05 PM

15

Don't know, inclined to think yes, however training of this is done without wing jumps so....

2/2/2016 4:57 PM

16

dontc are - they both have advantages and disadvantages for my dogs.

2/1/2016 12:56 PM

17

not sure, but if passed it will means clubs will need to potentially purchase a lot of wing jumps

2/1/2016 8:31 AM

18

Don't think is is necessary to regulate, as if the dog is approaching the backside from a wider angle it is not a safety

1/31/2016 4:06 PM

concern.
19

ban backsides.have talked to people that have their dogs slice themselves on the cups, another had the collar jam
in a cup with the jump attached to it. ALL on wing jumps. only people that are pushing for this are people that only
train backsides on wings. see it all the time, their dogs see a wing and automatically do the backside. they would be
in trouble over seas where all jumps are wings. backsides are a major accident waiting to happen. will see one

1/29/2016 11:23 PM

soon enough.
20

Wing jumps are pretty dangerous when hit by any dog going in any direction.

1/29/2016 4:38 PM

21

Not sure

1/29/2016 9:00 AM

22

A recommendation but not a rule

1/28/2016 10:13 PM

23

it's easier to train with a wing... It's safer due to the people train the backside for more and more tightness - if it's
unsafe for backsides then it's probably unsafe for tight wraps as well.

1/28/2016 10:10 PM
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Q12 Sending dog around a jump where it is
the first obstacle. This may mean the
handler takes the dog into the ring, past the
first jump, and then sends it around the first
jump. Should this be allowed?
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1

dont know

2/16/2016 11:38 AM

2

Depends where the dog has to go next.

2/15/2016 8:15 PM

3

dont know

2/15/2016 6:42 PM

4

I don't understand this question. Perhaps diagrams would help people understand these questions better?

2/14/2016 3:15 PM

5

I'm unsure how I feel on this one

2/11/2016 7:16 PM

6

No. This may be negating a challenge set by the judge, and teh handler is crossing the plane of the first jump whilst
touching their dog.

2/9/2016 9:18 AM

7

need more evidence to decide

2/8/2016 10:15 PM

8

It depends at which level this should be made clear at the start of the course walking

2/8/2016 8:41 PM

9

Maybe courses should be designed so this is not a possibility

2/5/2016 7:42 PM

10

Don't know

2/3/2016 11:40 AM

11

not sure what is being described

2/2/2016 10:28 PM

12

should not pass the refusal plane of the first obstacle

2/2/2016 8:05 PM

13

Don't understand question

2/2/2016 11:16 AM

14

Unsure

2/1/2016 8:35 PM

15

I cannot picture what this is even about. Judging how competitors run a course is surely the judges call.

2/1/2016 5:30 PM

16

The dog needs to start from the number side of the obstacle. Anyting else is a refusal.. Allowing handlers to start

2/1/2016 1:11 PM

anywhere in the course hs the potential for time wasting.. Past the first obsatacle, judging starts, so entering the
course becomes a refusal..
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Handlers should be allowed to do anything reasonable that gets the dog around the course, and doesn't cause
safety issues. If the handler cant get the dog around any other way, then they will lose time ! ... but should still be

2/1/2016 12:56 PM

allowed to make that decision.
18

NO. Its just being a smart ass. They have crossed into ring and with change in regs, would and should be given a

2/1/2016 10:58 AM

refusal. I can not imagine where there is an advantage in angle.
19

I am unsure on this one.

2/1/2016 9:12 AM

20

If this is a problem, don't have that type of jump as the first obstacle. Congratulations to the handlers who think
creatively.

2/1/2016 8:24 AM

21

Defeats the purpose of having a backside jump at no. 1 so can't see the point of allowing the dog to be started on
the other side.

1/31/2016 7:42 PM

22

This needs to be clarified further. If the dog is past the first jump, then is it jumping from the original side?

1/31/2016 7:36 PM

23

Yes, in senior agility and A Jumpers

1/31/2016 6:33 PM

24

obviously bad course set up - judges should set a course that the start is obvious

1/31/2016 3:58 PM

25

Yes, providing the handler does not touch the dog in the ring

1/31/2016 3:34 PM

26

Can't understand what is meant by this. Needs clarification

1/30/2016 9:07 PM

27

Not sure - judging criteria would be needed for resetting dog at start

1/30/2016 6:40 PM

28

This question is ambiguous and therefore not possible to answer.

1/29/2016 5:32 PM

29

As far as I can determine there is no specific "start area" in agility. This scenario may also apply to a tunnel
entrance where a handler can send the dog back to a tunnel. If the said dog or handler has skills that others don't

1/29/2016 4:38 PM

have then why should they be penalised. Unless the judge is going to determine a start box area then I believe it
should be up to the handler to choose how to start the course
30

not sure on this one!

1/29/2016 3:01 PM

31

i dont know

1/29/2016 1:13 PM

32

As long as 5. still applys

1/29/2016 11:56 AM

33

Not sure

1/29/2016 9:00 AM

34

Not a clear example....if taking dog into ring past first jump to send around....wouldnt you just preform the jump from

1/29/2016 8:58 AM

the front....
35

There should be a set start line, if that means the first jump is a backside, then everyone must perform this as a

1/29/2016 7:17 AM

backside
36

Perhaps there should be a start line/box, otherwise each handler will find their own place to start.

1/29/2016 7:00 AM

37

Not sure would think it would depend on how the judge intended the course to be run

1/29/2016 6:43 AM

38

Don't understand question

1/28/2016 11:41 PM

39

I don't understand this question - it is ambigous

1/28/2016 10:58 PM

40

I believe judges should be allowed to specify when it will be allowed.

1/28/2016 10:04 PM

41

I dont understand what this question means but if a handler can send a dog to complete an obstacle correctly then
does it matter how they do it? It shouldn't.....

1/28/2016 10:01 PM

42

I am not clear on the issue

1/28/2016 9:42 PM

43

I don't think it matters. If someone has to do that to start their dog, they are going to lose time anyway (not to

1/28/2016 9:38 PM

mention put themselves behind if they had needed a lead out!). It also creates a grey area in some Senior level
courses where the first jump necessitates being in the ring, near other equipment.
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Q13 Weaving poles - Faults. It is proposed
that, once a dog receives a fault on the
weave, it can move to the next obstacle
without further penalty. Reasons. 1. The
weave is the only obstacle a dog must
repeat until it gets it right.2. The weave is
one of the harder obstacles to train and
many dogs have issues with doing it
correctly, especially at the lower levels. To
ask a new dog to repeat its mistakes may
cause stress.3. Repeatedly doing the
weaves wastes time and is frustrating for
judges, spectators, handlers and the dogs
themselves.4. There is little purpose from a
training point of view in repeating a dog's
mistakes.5. The dog will get 5 faults and
therefore cannot receive a clear round
certificate and is unlikely to be placed.Do
you agree that a dog should be able to
move on to the next obstacle once it has
faulted (and received 5 points penalty) for a
mistake in the weave?
Answered: 277
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#
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Date

1

I am not sure whether making it only 5 faults vs DQ would make much difference. I imagine anyone who is going to
go back and attempt the weaves again for whatever reason will do so regardless of what penalty they incur.

2/16/2016 2:06 PM
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2

I've received a ribbon with 5 faults!

2/15/2016 8:15 PM

3

I agree that this can waste a lot of time and that some dogs may become stressed. However, it is an obstacle that
many dogs struggle with and i think there is the possibility that dogs will learn to the obstacle incorrectly e.g. only

2/14/2016 3:15 PM

doing 10 poles. I would want to put my dog back through the weaves to ensure they understand the obstacle
correctly. I would probably then leave the ring.
4

No more than 2 attempts 5 fault penalty in starters/novice, the rest can be 5 faults and continue. Reasoning that by

2/11/2016 7:16 PM

the time a dog is out of Novice the weave issue should be fixed. (I don't usually have problems with this obstacle so
could be biased)
5

5 Faults is good, but the handler should have the option of repeating it to get it right if they want with no further
penalties.

2/9/2016 9:46 PM

6

Agree, but some judges indicate a fault when in fact a refusal was incurred, so we would need to ensure 100%
understanding of the regs.

2/8/2016 10:00 PM

7

I agree in principle so long as all judges understand the difference between refusals and faults which isn't currently
happening in all cases

2/8/2016 9:53 PM

8

Disagree - there is still often ribbons given out with faulted runs. If a dog faulted early and carried on, this would be
a huge time advantage for some dogs if you know there hasnt been many clear rounds.

2/8/2016 8:54 PM

9

10 penalty

2/6/2016 6:10 AM

10

Not sure. This could de-value the weaves for new competitors and maybe they will never master them.

2/5/2016 7:42 PM

11

I think a second attempt should be allowed and then if that fails or works move on to the next obstacle.

2/5/2016 1:07 PM

12

I have mixed views on this- I definitely think the number of times/amt of time a dog spends attempting the weaves

2/4/2016 10:34 AM

should be reduced - perhaps say two attempts. I know with my dogs who have generally made a mistake early and
are fast that there have been times when on a 5 point round without the slow weave they would have been in the
ribbons With two attempts they at least have to reset and reattempt but you wouldnt get this continual retrying. Not
sure whether I agree with this rule at the higher levels
13

Interesting. Was going to agree, and changed my mind. I'm not sure this will stop handlers trying to repeat the

2/2/2016 4:57 PM

weaves, esp if they are having issues only in the ring with the weave, where at training there is no issue. In the
smaller classes of small dogs a handler could strategically fault in the weave and still be placed on time: it is
conceivable that a class of small dogs might only net 1 or 2 clear rounds. There is no benefit in a faulted round with
a time where an obstacle wasn't completed, compared to a DQ, so why give the option?
14

I think that this should be happening in starters as this does waist time but not in any other classes as the dog

2/2/2016 4:40 PM

should know how to weave.
15

Very strongly agree as too much time is being wasted with handlers doing training during their runs.

2/2/2016 9:06 AM

16

It hasn't completed the obstacle.

2/1/2016 8:04 PM

17

none of the reasons 1 - 5 stand up to reasoning. Leave things as they are. Regulations should stay out of training
methods and so called "time wasting"

2/1/2016 5:30 PM

18

If the dog can't complete the weave then it gets a disqualification. And other obstacles have to be completed
correctly. eg you ca't just carry on if the dog jumps off the top of the dog walk. You have to return to the start and

2/1/2016 1:11 PM

redo it.. If anything the reg should be 3 attempts at the weave, disqualified and carry on and then carry on but
disqualidied
19

this should not be made mandatory - and some dogs need to know that they still have to do this properly IN THE

2/1/2016 12:56 PM

COMPETITION RING!
20

Disagree. There is NO ruling that says the dog can't be slotted back in where the error is made once passed, say

2/1/2016 10:58 AM

the 4th pole. Eliminates frustration in the dog. Going repeatedly back to the start is not good training anyway. Take
the DQ and carry on. No DQ? What a load of rubbish.
21

They can do this now - they just get DQ. Once you get faults you are unlikely to be in the placings anyway. I think
there should be a limit on how many times a handler can re do the weaves. 2 max. if they fail on their 3rd they

2/1/2016 8:57 AM

must continue or leave the ring.
22

I agree but wonder if a dog does only one pole then runs on in a competion with few or no clear rounds it would

1/31/2016 7:09 PM

give an unfare advantage to later running dogs. Could 7 or 10 be given if not completed. I do agree with it though
especially when doing a rerun because of timer issues etc
23

Disagree, I have been placed recently with 5 faults, a dog that pops early in weaves and continues will have an

1/31/2016 6:33 PM

unfair advantage over dogs that drop a rail or go past the line of a jump but is redirected and completes jump. I
think dogs should be given two attempts at weaves and then must either continue to complete the course under
elimination or leave the ring
24

Disagree. Judge can always ask handler to move on if wasting time. Stress for dog is issue between handle dog
and probably their instructor and preparation to compete.
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25

disagree as a dog should not be able to win a class without completing the weave if it is in the course

1/31/2016 4:06 PM

26

Would have thought a penalty of more than 5 points as is the same as a dropped rail!

1/31/2016 3:58 PM

27

I agree but what happens if the person wants to try the weaves again are then then DQ?

1/29/2016 8:35 PM

28

Handler's discretion - stil gets 5 faults but knows their dog best

1/29/2016 6:00 PM

29

I agree that it is stressful for young dogs and new handlers to have multiple attempts to complete the weaves but

1/29/2016 5:49 PM

they do have jumpers to enter. A dog that faults at the start of the weaves and then doesn't need to complete them
will have a significant time advantage and there have been several instances where ribbons and prizes have been
gained by dogs with faults (lower South Island).
30

maybe the dog could take 10 faults for not repeating the weaves instead of D as it is now if it goes on without
completing weaves

1/29/2016 5:48 PM

31

Agree as long as competitor still has the option to repeat the weave with no further penalty.

1/29/2016 4:49 PM

32

I don't see any advantage in letting the dog continue without successfully completing the obstacle. I think a different

1/29/2016 4:38 PM

way of approaching this is to have less weaves in Starters. Eg: 6 or 8 therefore making it more acheievable and
less time consuming to endure for those who are struggling to get their dogs to weave. I am also thinking that this
rule should really only be applicable to the starters class. For a dog at Int/Snr level they should have to complete
the obstacle correctly. Novice could follow this ruling perhaps.
33

I think once you have faulted, it should be the handlers choice to continue or redo, once, MAX twice, without further

1/29/2016 4:11 PM

penalty vs the DQ one receives now. I also think the judge has the right to call "time" on that redo if it goes past
once or twice. Then a DQ is ordered.
34

agree with above except if an experienced dog makes an error it could be optional to repeat it once only.

1/29/2016 2:51 PM

35

IF the dog doesn't complete a weave they should receive an extra 5 fault penalty i.e. 10 in total, 5 for the original

1/29/2016 1:54 PM

fault and another 5 for incomplete weave. I've seen several dogs place or win with just 5 faults
36

Agree, as long as the option of going back and doing it properly if you want to won't be penalised.

1/29/2016 1:50 PM

37

I agree but the handler should be able to repeat it if they want - for some dogs they will get it right on the second
attempt. Important if it is a problem in the ring only, not in training.

1/29/2016 1:15 PM

38

I think two attempts would be more fair.

1/29/2016 11:19 AM

39

I think if this were to go ahead the definition of refusal should be expanded so that dogs who fault near the

1/29/2016 10:19 AM

beginning of the weaves do not get too much of a time advantage, particularly in small classes where placing on
faults does happen
40

What if it is deemed a refusal by the judge can they also proceed on with out being disqualified Think this needs to
be clarified further.

1/29/2016 10:19 AM

41

Not sure need to think abit more on this one

1/29/2016 10:05 AM

42

Yes only for starters.

1/29/2016 9:00 AM

43

Handlers choice....In some cases fixing the mistake in the ring is beneficial

1/29/2016 8:58 AM

44

Disagree. Handler education should ensure that dog stress and repreating too often is avoided. They should carry

1/29/2016 8:49 AM

on the course and DQ if in that situation. IMO 5f for not completing equipment is not significant enough.
45

Handlers can move on at any time now. 5 faults is as good as a d by the same reasoning . Will this turn from MAY

1/29/2016 8:42 AM

move on to MUST move on.
46

Agree provided it is not mandatory to move on

1/29/2016 8:04 AM

47

Don't mind the change but all point reaised could be solved by educating the handlers. If my dog misses last pole I

1/29/2016 7:37 AM

will still make it to ge back and do it properly just like I'd do contacts.
48

disagree, maybe E them after 3 failed attempts or similar and make them move on

1/29/2016 7:37 AM

49

They must do them correctly before moving on, it is an agility obstacle and so bloody train it properly! What's next?
Can't do tunnels, one go then move on???? We have jumpers for owners that compete before their dogs are

1/29/2016 7:09 AM

ready!!!
50

It happens more than I thought it would that fault runs get ribbons/prizes. So this dog with 5 faults would be faster
than a dog that did complete the weaves and knocked a rail, so I don't think this would be fair, maybe if 10 faults

1/29/2016 6:13 AM

were given. But then if you fault or D it's not really any different, you aren't going to win, so may as well just keep it
as it is with a D if you don't complete weaves but maybe have a show rule that if you repeat them more than once,
you need to leave the ring after doing so (unless you are not D yet (because of the situations where a dog with
faults does get placed)
51

Agree. but aloud to try once more THEN move on.

1/29/2016 6:00 AM
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Make it 2 faults eg 10 points if u carry without doing weaves other than eliminated and 10 faults fairer to other

1/28/2016 11:41 PM

competitors that may have done weaves and knocked a rail
53

I disagree. Dogs in the South Island are often placed on faults in split classes

1/28/2016 10:58 PM

54

I think any change here needs to be less general. When a course has few clear rounds, a dog who ducks out after
a single pole would have a significant time advantage and therefore likely gain a place. Similarly, at some events

1/28/2016 10:33 PM

(eg inter-clubs) rounds with faults are still important. Perhaps need to specify that half the weaves have to be have
been negotiated for the dog to get only 5 faults and be able to move on. Also, suggest we allow only 2 attempts,
then DQ as it's effectively 'training in the ring' if the new rule comes into effect.
55

Yes as long as it is still an option to have your dog complete the weaves properly, as those dogs who don't suffer
from stress or failure issues will likely do better in their future if they are required to perform the obstacle correctly

1/28/2016 10:20 PM

56

In starters classes it is not uncommon for place getters to have faults, I dog that has only done 2 poles of the
weaves could beat a dog that say knocks a pole, you would also get more people not putting effort into the weaves

1/28/2016 10:13 PM

57

While I do like this suggestion, I'd like to see faulting the weave removed from starters again - it's so disheartening
for newbies - they feel they have to have this perfect -- and jumpers C isn't a perfect substitute - because who's

1/28/2016 10:10 PM

going to go to a show for 2 runs in an entire weekend - as most shows are triple Ag and double Jmprs these days.
Speaking as someone whose dog struggles with the weave ONLY in the ring. Would I then be DQ'd if I tried to put
my dog through the weave again after she failed the first time? Because if you DQ me for trying to get it right that's
unfair - I don't want my dog to learn that it can blow the weave in the ring and we just carry on (and I can guarantee
you'll see newbies take this attitude - they'll take the 5 faults over getting it right, but she has to do it properly
outside the ring. (And my previous dog did learn this behaviour - because I never took her back when she failed
the weave in the ring but always did in training - she learnt she didn't have to try in the ring but always got it right at
training. Do you know how frustrating it is when you can't replicate in training a behaviour that only happens in the
ring?
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Q14 What is your name and NZKC number?
(This is to ensure only one answer per
person)
Answered: 277

Skipped: 1

#

Responses

Date

1

M285

2/18/2016 2:32 PM

2

Annette Flanagan 097719

2/18/2016 1:50 PM

3

96253 (i did this survey last week, but our internet cut out in the middle of it so I do not think it sent. Our internet
has only just been restored. I am sorry if my survey did get sent in to cause a double up)

2/18/2016 10:09 AM

4

101902

2/17/2016 9:21 PM

5

kim loye chb

2/17/2016 8:42 PM

6

082763 Dyson Beasley

2/17/2016 6:27 PM

7

Kelly Daniel 098958

2/17/2016 4:12 PM

8

102953

2/17/2016 10:04 AM

9

Kate Butler 86530

2/16/2016 8:09 PM

10

Simone Clark 100533

2/16/2016 6:24 PM

11

Deb Jackson 077234

2/16/2016 2:40 PM

12

Mia Beswick - 094036

2/16/2016 2:06 PM

13

Eunice Chan 101978

2/16/2016 1:27 PM

14

515806

2/16/2016 11:54 AM

15

Sarah 103460

2/16/2016 11:38 AM

16

Karen Bealing 077646

2/16/2016 10:12 AM

17

Colleen Lauder 098949

2/16/2016 9:55 AM

18

Marie Pearman 89574

2/15/2016 8:15 PM

19

carol galliers 092895

2/15/2016 6:42 PM

20

Abi Lister 078404

2/15/2016 5:58 PM

21

Steve Chester 079907

2/15/2016 9:50 AM

22

Karina Greenall 100833

2/15/2016 6:51 AM

23

Graham Walden 074594

2/14/2016 9:04 PM

24

Louise Marsh 93496

2/14/2016 3:15 PM

25

Sandra Goodwin 93517

2/13/2016 3:23 PM

26

Steve Chalmers - 101743

2/11/2016 8:03 PM

27

Jacky Carbin 086965

2/11/2016 7:16 PM

28

Eleanor, 102430

2/10/2016 9:04 PM

29

Paul Taylor 092100

2/10/2016 7:55 PM

30

ROB MOSEN # 102537

2/10/2016 7:14 PM

31

Barbara Bates 020889

2/10/2016 11:46 AM

32

071566

2/10/2016 11:08 AM

33

Nicole Penman 097414

2/10/2016 7:20 AM

34

100781 Karen Morrison

2/10/2016 4:49 AM

35

Jane O'Callaghan 098525

2/9/2016 9:46 PM

36

Shirley Hall 90379

2/9/2016 5:38 PM
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37

John Muir 03424

2/9/2016 3:30 PM

38

Robyn Fargher 049696

2/9/2016 3:15 PM

39

Sallie Remon 095492

2/9/2016 1:07 PM

40

Jim Reay 92207

2/9/2016 12:56 PM

41

Tarah Spyve 094782

2/9/2016 12:27 PM

42

Di Stephens 090746

2/9/2016 11:58 AM

43

E Cleave 099644

2/9/2016 10:59 AM

44

Dawn Barry 099194

2/9/2016 10:11 AM

45

Abby Bowman 103057

2/9/2016 9:47 AM

46

Nick Chester 088054

2/9/2016 9:18 AM

47

sonya tulett 100503

2/9/2016 9:11 AM

48

Tina Mitchell 087049

2/9/2016 8:52 AM

49

Sue Andresen 094723

2/9/2016 7:16 AM

50

Catherine Harty 095045

2/9/2016 7:07 AM

51

102687

2/9/2016 6:44 AM

52

Lesley Lygo 91459

2/9/2016 6:25 AM

53

Silvia Rizzi 091567

2/9/2016 6:19 AM

54

Rebecca Sidwell 093137

2/8/2016 10:55 PM

55

067958

2/8/2016 10:15 PM

56

Ron Frater 086502

2/8/2016 10:00 PM

57

Charlotte Rundgren 091566

2/8/2016 9:53 PM

58

94704

2/8/2016 9:27 PM

59

Pam Cartmell 100751

2/8/2016 9:16 PM

60

Robyn Annand 035619

2/8/2016 9:03 PM

61

Katrina Clarke 086832

2/8/2016 8:54 PM

62

Dianne Boden Napier Dog Training

2/8/2016 8:48 PM

63

Iris walker 064205

2/8/2016 8:41 PM

64

Barbara Lowen 093951

2/8/2016 8:31 PM

65

Cam List 95211

2/8/2016 6:00 PM

66

Gillian Cruickshank 101988

2/7/2016 8:21 PM

67

Chris Ross 093290

2/7/2016 3:25 PM

68

Hadassa Koessler 097647

2/7/2016 8:56 AM

69

Leanne Copland 099730

2/7/2016 7:35 AM

70

85363

2/6/2016 8:44 PM

71

Clare Wellington 078052

2/6/2016 6:38 PM

72

Zina Gota 100055

2/6/2016 4:29 PM

73

R Ralph 95729

2/6/2016 6:10 AM

74

011813

2/5/2016 7:42 PM

75

Diana Sheehan 012452

2/5/2016 2:32 PM

76

Kathryn Bayne 089147

2/5/2016 1:07 PM

77

B Smail 100690

2/5/2016 9:21 AM

78

103725

2/4/2016 6:57 PM

79

Jo Moody 069468

2/4/2016 1:04 PM

80

B Thomson 92856

2/4/2016 10:34 AM
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81

Allan Harrison 079307

2/4/2016 6:09 AM

82

Caroline Sinclair 093569

2/3/2016 9:07 PM

83

Sharleen Drummond 095813

2/3/2016 7:55 PM

84

Cynthia Muir #097478

2/3/2016 7:08 PM

85

Janine Stephens

2/3/2016 5:29 PM

86

Leanah Clark

2/3/2016 5:05 PM

87

brent cowie 102977

2/3/2016 3:44 PM

88

Kirstin Graves 094332

2/3/2016 2:31 PM

89

Diane Haydon 101889

2/3/2016 11:40 AM

90

92362

2/3/2016 11:35 AM

91

Heather Read 102443

2/2/2016 11:38 PM

92

Eva Cadario 102741

2/2/2016 10:28 PM

93

Stacie Clark 97617

2/2/2016 9:09 PM

94

Joanne Rennell - 95321

2/2/2016 8:05 PM

95

Sharon Simonsen 097741

2/2/2016 6:50 PM

96

Ann Kenny 089911

2/2/2016 4:57 PM

97

Cherie Hancock 102774

2/2/2016 4:40 PM

98

Joanne Steed 103292

2/2/2016 2:51 PM

99

Irene Smith 089017

2/2/2016 11:16 AM

100

Christine Lansdaal 96504

2/2/2016 10:23 AM

101

Malcolm Ward 095887

2/2/2016 9:06 AM

102

Gail Handley 100291

2/2/2016 5:23 AM

103

82604 I think. Debbie Middles

2/1/2016 9:00 PM

104

57424

2/1/2016 8:35 PM

105

sarah clements

2/1/2016 8:04 PM

106

Shanice 99246

2/1/2016 7:43 PM

107

095248 Simone

2/1/2016 7:06 PM

108

Lyn Sayers 091385

2/1/2016 6:55 PM

109

Glenn Hancock. 102774

2/1/2016 6:39 PM

110

Maree Boreham 091903

2/1/2016 5:30 PM

111

Clivwe Bushell 092587

2/1/2016 5:25 PM

112

Lara Tompsett 101324

2/1/2016 4:41 PM

113

Tanya Barbour 099941

2/1/2016 4:05 PM

114

067148 (G LAWSON)

2/1/2016 3:47 PM

115

Christine Gillespie 103131

2/1/2016 3:00 PM

116

Bronwyn IJ Wilson 098041

2/1/2016 2:03 PM

117

Allan Rohde 082971

2/1/2016 1:11 PM

118

Terri Lomax 096808

2/1/2016 12:56 PM

119

Kim Paice 091108

2/1/2016 12:49 PM

120

Annette Burmeister -OB/7088

2/1/2016 12:44 PM

121

Rebecca Roper 091273

2/1/2016 12:04 PM

122

091690

2/1/2016 11:31 AM

123

Kathryn Spicer 076880

2/1/2016 10:58 AM

124

Shirley Hall 090379

2/1/2016 10:57 AM
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125

Karen Forrest 061385

2/1/2016 10:24 AM

126

Jo Miller (029339)

2/1/2016 9:12 AM

127

086795

2/1/2016 8:57 AM

128

Christine Cannell 098414

2/1/2016 8:31 AM

129

Jo Nicholson 101261

2/1/2016 8:24 AM

130

heather drewett 084275

2/1/2016 8:20 AM

131

Jo Searle 079027

1/31/2016 9:37 PM

132

Debbie Moss 101560

1/31/2016 9:25 PM

133

Liz Rosewarne 097963

1/31/2016 8:21 PM

134

Lloyd Pallesen 49980

1/31/2016 8:21 PM

135

Diana O'Kane 049415

1/31/2016 7:42 PM

136

Julie McConkey, 89938

1/31/2016 7:36 PM

137

096530 kat martin

1/31/2016 7:25 PM

138

Penny Hallowes 078855

1/31/2016 7:09 PM

139

Jude Doyle 096410

1/31/2016 6:33 PM

140

Barbara Stoddart 094061

1/31/2016 6:22 PM

141

099924

1/31/2016 5:52 PM

142

086372 Amanda Benson

1/31/2016 5:30 PM

143

Kathryn Konieczny 095586

1/31/2016 5:13 PM

144

Angela Denton 73047

1/31/2016 4:06 PM

145

Anne Godfrey 089064

1/31/2016 4:05 PM

146

Jinnie Gailey 090089

1/31/2016 3:58 PM

147

Kathy Ruffell 087219

1/31/2016 3:34 PM

148

Rick Holcomb 56837

1/31/2016 1:55 PM

149

Ron kenny 088473.

1/31/2016 10:18 AM

150

Kimberlea 100497

1/31/2016 6:51 AM

151

Sue McKee 078986

1/30/2016 9:07 PM

152

Sharon Wagener 057353

1/30/2016 6:40 PM

153

93051

1/30/2016 5:53 PM

154

Theresa Leigh 064737

1/30/2016 5:42 PM

155

rosemary paddison 1011631

1/30/2016 5:33 PM

156

Una Forrester 002084

1/30/2016 9:35 AM

157

Belinda Duncan 102102

1/30/2016 7:38 AM

158

Kylie Munro-Cross101959

1/30/2016 6:36 AM

159

Susanna Inskeep 097744

1/30/2016 5:55 AM

160

chris charlton.100401

1/29/2016 11:23 PM

161

Cheryl 072636

1/29/2016 11:15 PM

162

Joanne Small 072002

1/29/2016 8:35 PM

163

Michael Morrell NZKC number 102469

1/29/2016 8:07 PM

164

Elaine Herve 096069

1/29/2016 7:14 PM

165

91655

1/29/2016 6:09 PM

166

Peter Haworth 061359

1/29/2016 6:00 PM

167

Rae Leckie 97115

1/29/2016 5:49 PM

168

Paddy Ashley 100276

1/29/2016 5:48 PM
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You should only require the NZKC number - thus providing some anonymity for the respondents and not

1/29/2016 5:32 PM

compromising the survey because some respondents answers are given greater weighting than those of others. My
NZKC number is 102914.
170

Cheryl Dickson 093015

1/29/2016 4:49 PM

171

wendy 088578

1/29/2016 4:38 PM

172

Jacqui Wigmore 101517

1/29/2016 4:11 PM

173

Anne McLachlan 95472

1/29/2016 3:39 PM

174

Dianne Sprott 097987

1/29/2016 3:31 PM

175

Sue Honeywill 102619

1/29/2016 3:01 PM

176

94821 Meredith Evans

1/29/2016 2:54 PM

177

Trisha Toan 102066

1/29/2016 2:51 PM

178

Paterson 13258

1/29/2016 2:37 PM

179

Annie Sail 83530

1/29/2016 1:58 PM

180

Darren Lilley NZKC # 103179

1/29/2016 1:54 PM

181

Lizzi 101288

1/29/2016 1:50 PM

182

Louise Williams 082685

1/29/2016 1:15 PM

183

c smit 100685

1/29/2016 1:13 PM

184

Lorraine Hazlewood 101291

1/29/2016 12:51 PM

185

Brigid Carr 87232

1/29/2016 12:24 PM

186

Jane Aukett 090063

1/29/2016 12:13 PM

187

Donna Tofts 102405

1/29/2016 11:58 AM

188

Sue Whitwell 102043

1/29/2016 11:56 AM

189

Suzanne Gilbert 103192

1/29/2016 11:19 AM

190

Emma Eggers 103118

1/29/2016 11:17 AM

191

Leuba-Sewell, Sandra 102247

1/29/2016 11:07 AM

192

Jill Anderson 097628

1/29/2016 10:46 AM

193

HELEN WEST OB/7828

1/29/2016 10:22 AM

194

Rachael Nicoll 101864

1/29/2016 10:19 AM

195

Catherine Massey. 94784

1/29/2016 10:19 AM

196

Glenys Brown 100046

1/29/2016 10:11 AM

197

Christine Nielsen 061106

1/29/2016 10:05 AM

198

Claire Van der Hoeven 093895

1/29/2016 9:19 AM

199

D Bryson 097731

1/29/2016 9:19 AM

200

Colleen O'Connor 090927

1/29/2016 9:16 AM

201

Nicki 097441

1/29/2016 9:02 AM

202

100318

1/29/2016 9:00 AM

203

Linda Mortimer 088441

1/29/2016 8:58 AM

204

S Lord 097370

1/29/2016 8:53 AM

205

Karen Dunlea 90424

1/29/2016 8:49 AM

206

Anna Snell 096425

1/29/2016 8:42 AM

207

Jocelyn Jensen 077154

1/29/2016 8:38 AM

208

008175

1/29/2016 8:14 AM

209

Karen Grant 086435

1/29/2016 8:07 AM

210

068507

1/29/2016 8:04 AM
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211

Robyn Sanders, 092171

1/29/2016 8:01 AM

212

Michelle Cowie 102235

1/29/2016 7:57 AM

213

Jo Cheramie 091110

1/29/2016 7:51 AM

214

Ngaire O'Rourke 93319

1/29/2016 7:50 AM

215

084561

1/29/2016 7:48 AM

216

Kelly 092634

1/29/2016 7:45 AM

217

Kim Nicol 99727

1/29/2016 7:41 AM

218

Anne Packer

1/29/2016 7:38 AM

219

098246

1/29/2016 7:37 AM

220

078378 Carole Logan

1/29/2016 7:37 AM

221

PDW 66372

1/29/2016 7:36 AM

222

Chris Moody 094420

1/29/2016 7:33 AM

223

Viv Pert 90719

1/29/2016 7:28 AM

224

Jessica Payne

1/29/2016 7:27 AM

225

Kim Orlando-Reep 084422

1/29/2016 7:22 AM

226

Marion Pope 056944

1/29/2016 7:19 AM

227

Lucinda 100469

1/29/2016 7:17 AM

228

Matilda van Rijnberk 099284

1/29/2016 7:13 AM

229

Tracey Page 93720

1/29/2016 7:12 AM

230

Jill Payne

1/29/2016 7:10 AM

231

Beth Oliver 041334

1/29/2016 7:09 AM

232

Teresa Walker 92965

1/29/2016 7:07 AM

233

Debbie Shute 102009

1/29/2016 7:04 AM

234

Emma Peplow 101906

1/29/2016 7:04 AM

235

Julie Adam 98059

1/29/2016 7:00 AM

236

Gareth Williams 085537

1/29/2016 6:58 AM

237

103641 R Green

1/29/2016 6:47 AM

238

Emma Dowdeswell 102580

1/29/2016 6:43 AM

239

James 095853

1/29/2016 6:26 AM

240

Jan Evans-Freeman 103037

1/29/2016 6:19 AM

241

Charlotte Jager 099511

1/29/2016 6:13 AM

242

Reece Smith 099462

1/29/2016 6:07 AM

243

kim monahgan 101758

1/29/2016 6:00 AM

244

Wayne Turner

1/29/2016 5:51 AM

245

DOT PARSONS 091252

1/29/2016 5:32 AM

246

94287

1/29/2016 5:23 AM

247

Celina 092841

1/29/2016 2:17 AM

248

089927

1/29/2016 12:18 AM

249

Teresa Ford 090687

1/29/2016 12:15 AM

250

Lauren 99907

1/28/2016 11:57 PM

251

085942

1/28/2016 11:41 PM

252

Roselle Bremmers - 082211

1/28/2016 10:58 PM

253

Sarah Weakley 096435

1/28/2016 10:50 PM

254

Rosemarie J Baker 058013

1/28/2016 10:35 PM
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255

Daniela Rosenstreich 74649

1/28/2016 10:33 PM

256

that's not a fair question

1/28/2016 10:20 PM

257

Glenda Moody 085528

1/28/2016 10:19 PM

258

Heather Hood 099966

1/28/2016 10:19 PM

259

076648

1/28/2016 10:17 PM

260

Carl 086885

1/28/2016 10:13 PM

261

Liz Barlow 098291

1/28/2016 10:10 PM

262

Mike Butler 79008

1/28/2016 10:04 PM

263

Jennifer Stirling 101442

1/28/2016 10:02 PM

264

099979

1/28/2016 10:01 PM

265

Gina Boreham 078614

1/28/2016 10:01 PM

266

Lisa Duff - 092890

1/28/2016 10:01 PM

267

Danielle 100490

1/28/2016 9:56 PM

268

Emma Gregg 103664

1/28/2016 9:54 PM

269

Anne Cook 091558

1/28/2016 9:53 PM

270

Caitlin - 095526

1/28/2016 9:50 PM

271

Billie Fletcher 100509

1/28/2016 9:43 PM

272

Sandra Mohekey 089895

1/28/2016 9:42 PM

273

Fiona Mitchell 097330

1/28/2016 9:38 PM

274

Rochelle 100774

1/28/2016 9:38 PM

275

A Gorinski 96669

1/28/2016 9:36 PM

276

Megan Loughridge 099639

1/28/2016 9:35 PM

277

Fiona Ferrar 079300

1/28/2016 9:31 PM
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